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Details of Visit:

Author: PG Dawn
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 28 Apr 2014 14:00
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 40
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Alicia's
Website: http://www.alicias-cheshire.co.uk/
Phone: 01270252828

The Premises:

Not much has changed at Alicia's - car parking at side and at front, bus routes into location nearby
from the station or 20 min walk from the railway station at Crewe - but there has been one change
recently I have noticed, the rear entrance bell is out of action so knock hard! Either way, all rooms
have showers but there's only one toilet and a lack of loo roll AND soap was oddly missing during
this visit. Overall, cleanliness is fine but, if you are offended by the smell of ciggies, maybe stay our
of the kitchen. 

The Lady:

Mitzy cuts a confident look and charm for a mid-20's girl, shoulder length dark hair, dark eyes and a
dark skin due to a mixed race descent. Beautiful backside, ample charms and athletic too with very
good and interesting conversational skills that makes her stand above most at Alicia's. As a new
member to the roster, her shift is Monday's but I can see her being very popular.

The Story:

In the bedroom, Mitzy sat me down for a massage and enjoys a good conversation. I was in awe
that she has what I call a sexy sway as she undressed. Notably, it should be noted that she doesn't
do A-Levels, OWO and CIM and likes to keep things sheathed but, judging from her skills, I am sure
that's not a problem. With a brisk but sensual massage, there was a bit of a rough but very smooth
hand job; the fella downstairs didn't know whether to be in pain or turned on but it made him eager.
Mitzy asked if she would like me to stroke her sexy behind, kissed her sexy arms and body before
snuggling up and then ended up with a tantalising choice of doggie style or her on top and...well,
let's say it ended pretty well. Conversation at the end, even turning on the shower to let it run for hot
water (from previous visits, a very good idea) and a cheeky smile was the cherry on the top.
Overall, a nice lady for those looking for someone a little adventurous and exotic yet kind of like a
friendly posh girl next door. 
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